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Aqueous Two-Phase Systems (ATPS) are known since 1896, when Beijerinck reported 
the formation of a biphasic system after mixing aqueous solutions of gelatine and agar 
or gelatine and starch. However, only in the 50’s, Albertsson showed the potential of 
these systems in the separation and purification of several biological constituents.1 In 
general, ATPS are obtained by mixing two aqueous solutions of different constituents 
that become immiscible above certain critical conditions, like temperature, 
concentration, etc. Both phases are composed mainly by water (>80%) and each one is 
enriched in a different component. ATPS formed by two polymers or a polymer and a 
salt represent the traditional systems. Nevertheless, other alternative biphasic systems 
can be obtained using surfactants, micellar compounds or ionic liquids. 
ATPS are regarded as a useful extraction technique with a wide range of applications. 
Due to the high percentage of water present in their composition, ATPS can provide a 
gentle environment for the partitioning of sensitive biological materials, such as 
proteins, viruses, cells and cells’ organelles. These biphasic systems supply adequate 
conditions to the majority of biomolecules and allow their recovery in high purity level, 
without loss of biological activity. Furthermore, this kind of systems has low surface 
tension that permits biomolecule transfer through the interface with a minimum risk of 
structural changes.2,3 Other important characteristic of ATPS is the possibility to control 
the pH value of the medium, using buffer solutions when required by the biological 
constituents. During the last decades, ATPS were used in the recovery and purification 
process of biomolecules with either low or high commercial value.4 The recovery can 
occur from diverse biological media and the products are usually obtained with high 
yield (65-100%),5,6 which demonstrates the flexibility, robustness and potential of this 
extraction technique.6  
In this work, partition of pure laccase enzyme in several ATPS was investigated. To 
obtain the partition coefficient (K) in each system, a total of six replicates of the same 
system were prepared, and then different amounts of laccase were added to each one. 
All K values determined correspond to the slope of the straight line obtained when 
laccase concentration in the top phase was plotted against laccase concentration in the 
bottom phase, for the six replicates.7 
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With the aim to describe and understand laccase partitioning in the several ATPS used in 
this work, some modeling studies were carried out using the solvatochromic solvent 
parameters8-10 and the free energy of transfer of a methylene group between the co-
existing phases (∆G(CH2))3,11 as molecular descriptors. The solvatochromic parameters 
included solvent polarity/polarizability (π*), solvent hydrogen-bond donor acidity (α), 
and solvent hydrogen-bond acceptor basicity (β) of the aqueous media present in each 
phase. The partition coefficient of laccase was described by a linear equation containing 
both the solvatochromic solvent parameters and ∆G(CH2) contribution obtained by 
multiple linear regression. 
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